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Objectives 

1. To form a concise base map of all campus utilities. 
2. Base map access, available for B&G to edit and view layers with ease. 
3. Coordination between B&G and Delaware County on projects that would 

affect campus. I.e. knowledge of where utilities are; access to base map. 
4. Goal of mapping Water, Sewer, Storm, Traffic, Electrical, Gas, & Steam lines 

on campus. 
5. Develop a system for mapping out utilities in the future (if need be). 
6. Gain knowledge on reading, and understanding Utility maps. 

 
Description 
The utilities that reside beneath campus are largely unknown to Delaware County Public Utilities 
department. Thus, this makes projects to replace lines, update lines, or just excavation difficult. An 
example of this is a GEOG360 project, in which Janelle Valdinger had a rain garden installed next to 
Branch Rickey, and a sewer line was hit during the dig, making sewage surface. What is intended, is 
to spend the summer, learning how to read utility maps provided by B&G, mapping out these points 
onto a base map. This base map would be available through ArcOnline, and mapping points would 
be done through ArcCollector.  
Mapping through ArcCollector is simple. It involves connecting your smart device to a GPS unit 
through bluetooth, and uploading points to a base map remotely. This would speed up the process of 
mapping, and in turn, keep B&G updated on the progress. In addition, through using ArcOnline and 
ArcCollector, Delaware Public Utilities would have access to the map as well. Currently, Delaware 
Utilities have, 1) water lines, 2) sewer lines & 3) Storm lines mapped out. So the end goal would be to 
add traffic, electrical, gas, and steam lines onto the Delaware City Utilities map. Theoretically, 
already mapped lines by Delaware County Public Utilities would be added to the base map before 
general mapping, just so there is a starting point.  
Having a student spend time mapping out the utilities, as a paid intern, would be beneficial to B&G 



and DCPU for the fact of efficiency; It would not necessarily be ideal for a full time employee to 
undertake this project, when they likely have many other projects in the pipeline. This would reduce 
the time that B&G and DCPU would have to spend mapping the utilities, and coordinating maps 
with one another. A student could spend time, focusing on this one project, giving it a more 
informative end product.  
This project would require the use of a sub-meter GPS unit, access to ArcOnline & Collector 
(Licenses available on campus computers), smart device for connectivity to GPS unit and 
ArcCollector. Additionally, utility diagrams would be needed for referencing and mapping.  
 

Excerpt from Summer Internship Proposal. 
 

Project Overview 

My project is a large undertaking, and I knew that going into it. I just seemed to think I                   
could still get some of it done this semester. However, as I learned while the weeks passed, it is                   
much more than just walking around campus with a GPS transmitter, marking points. What I               
mean is, the basis for this project, was to form a basemap for utility workers and B&G to utilize                   
in whatever projects further proposed around campus. But for a student to do this project, they                
must have a knowledge on reading utilities diagrams, and the different ones that you may               
encounter. I did not have a chance to look at the actual diagrams for the Ohio Wesleyan campus,                  
but looking at various examples online, I could see that they were very dense and detailed. The                 
first challenge of this project, reading diagrams!  

The first page of this is report is an excerpt‒minus a budget for said project‒from my                
proposal to B&G for a summer internship, involving me completing this proposed project,             
during the summer, as a paid internship. So, if the proposal is accepted, I will be spending a                  
summer working the weekdays mapping campus. When I asked Janelle as to how long it may                
take me to learn the diagrams, and be able to read straight from them, she replied, “about a                  
month,” so that would be the main thing stopping me from getting straight to it. After I have                  
done that, I suppose it is my responsibility to map the lines.  

What this project is, and will be, is a great opportunity to become more acquainted               
professional maps, used for local governments. In addition to that, this would be a map that the                 
city and B&G would use, not just using different maps with different utilities (if that is the case),                  
but would employ just one map, with access to all layers. Overall, I expect this project to benefit                  
the city of Delaware for the future, as well as B&G. It should be an interesting project to do,                   
especially with the focus that comes in the summer, no class, I can dedicate my full attention to                  
working on this.  
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